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The Children’s Developmental Play Instrument (CDPI): An
Extended Validity Study
Saralea E. Chazan, Ph.D. and Yana A. Kuchirko, M.A.

ABSTRACT
This is an extended construct validity study of the Children’s Developmental
Play Instrument (CDPI), a multidimensional scale to measure play activity
among mainstream children based on the psychoanalytic concepts of coping
and defensive strategies. The sample included 160 children. Ten-minute video-
tapes were collected of children between the ages of 1.3 years and 8.5 years at
play. The foci of this extended study were six “core” variables comprising the
functional level of the CDPI consisting of the following scales: play engagement,
symbolic functioning, adaptive play style, inhibited/conflicted play style, impul-
sive/aggressive play style, and disorganized play style. Good to excellent relia-
bility was achieved by ratings of two independent raters. Regression analysis
revealed the five predictors, as a set, were very strong correlates of adaptive
play style. Component analysis reduced the six core functional variables to two
components clarifying the relationships between the six core variables as
organized along two continuums. One continuum is discussed to briefly illus-
trate the structure of play styles reflected in the play activity of one child.

Researchers, educators and clinicians have long recognized the value of play activity and its central role in a
child’s life. A slender book by outstanding leaders in the field of child development (Zigler, Singer, &
Bishop-Josef, 2004) reaffirms the importance of play activity as an indicator of a child’s general well-being,
as well as a contributor to the child’s preparation for formal learning.

Many different approaches to observing and conceptualizing play activity exist in the literature (e.g.,
Bretherton, 1984; Gitlin-Weiner, Sandgrund, & Schaefer, 2000; Greenspan & Lieberman, 1994; Marans,
Mayes, Cicchetti et al., 1991; Russ, 1993, 2004; Sandler & Rosenblatt, 1962; Winnicott, 1971). An emphasis
on the function of play activity and the provision of a multidimensional, inclusive, structural framework
mark both the Children’s Developmental Play Instrument Play Instrument (CDPI) and TheChildren’s Play
Therapy Instrument (CPTI) as innovative contributions to play research. The CPTI is a tool for use in the
observation of children with a clinical diagnosis while the CDPI is a tool for use in the observation of
mainstream children. Both instruments are rooted in psychodynamic approaches to examining not only the
elements contributing to play activity but also the functions play activity serves in the adaptation of a child
coping with the challenges of his life. In addition, the CDPI consists of separate rating scales (affective,
cognitive, narrative and developmental), providing multiple points of entry for the observation of a child at
play.

Previous research has established the reliability and validity of the CDPI (Chazan, 2009, 2012).
Data from the initial validity study consisting of 71 children were analyzed using correlational
analysis. Our current research, an extended validity study, was conducted with 160 children, an
addition of 89 children to the original cohort. This article reports a more detailed analysis of the six
“core” functional level variables of the CDPI (play engagement, symbolic functioning, adaptive play
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style, inhibited/conflicted play style, impulsive/aggressive play style, and disorganized play style)
made possible by the increased sample size and the use of component analysis. Our goal in this study
is to generate hypotheses about the factor structure of the six core variables of the CDPI.

Background and description of the CDPI

Anna Freud (1963, 1965) described a continuous line connecting normative and clinical play patterns. She
emphasized that in order to understand children in depth, it was necessary to grasp both the usual and the
unusual in child development. Connecting normality and pathology acknowledges the contribution of
psychoanalysis, a clinically based science, to the understanding of the more usual mainstream course of
children’s play. Building on this notion, in this study we examine the CDPI (Chazan, 2010, unpublished
manuscript), which is an adaptation of the CPTI (Kernberg, Chazan, &Normandin, 1998) for childrenwith
normal development.

The CDPI includes play activity variables on three levels of analysis: descriptive analysis, dimensional
analysis, and functional analysis (see Table 1 for a step-by-step listing of how ratings of a child’s play activity
proceed from observable variables to more abstract levels of inference). Descriptive analysis consists of two
subtests. The first subtest classifies different kinds of play observed. The second subtest describes the roles of
each of the players in the script of the play variables that illustrate patterns of behavior of children during
play. Dimensional analysis (see level two) consists of subtests for each of the separate variables comprising
play (e.g., affective, cognitive, narrative variables). Lastly, functional variables are global judgments, a
synthesis made by the rater of his prior more discrete observations (see levels one and two) with definitions
of the six core functional variables. The focus of this article is on the six core functional variables of CDPI.

Defining CDPI core functional variables

The functional variables of the CDPI are as follows: play engagement, symbolic functioning, adaptive
play style, impulsive play style, inhibited play style, and disorganized play style.

Play engagement

Initiation and/or facilitation by the child of sustained (not interrupted) segment(s) of play activity.
Regulation and modulation of feelings are present; the child is able to master transitions between feelings

Table 1. The Children’s Developmental Play Instrument (CDPI): Selected scales and
subscales.

Step One: Segmentation of Child’s Activity
PrePlay. Play Activity. NonPlay. Interruption.
Note: Following Segmentation only Play Activity is rated further.
Step Two: Descriptive Analysis of Child’s Play Activity
Classification of play activity. Script Description.
Step Three: Component Analysis of Child’s Play Activity
Affective Components
Overall affect; Modulation/Regulation; Feelings Expressed; Relationship Feelings
Cognitive Components
Role Representation; Transformation (Persons& Objects); Object Use
Narrative Components
Play Theme and Topics; Use of Language
Developmental Components
Estimated Developmental Level of Play Activity; Social Level of Play Activity
Step Four: Functional Analysis of Child’s Play Activity
Play engagement; Symbolic functioning
Play Styles: The Adaptive play style; The Inhibited/Conflicted play style;
The Impulsive/Aggressive play style; The Disorganized play style

Note. All subscales use 5-point Likert ratings: 1 = Not observed; 2 = Observed
at times; 3 = Observed some of the time; 4 = Observed most of the time; 5 = Observed all
of the time.
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without disorganization. Affects expressed include an element of curiosity and sustained interest (focus).
Negative affects expressed seem to have a cathartic or otherwise meaningful function (this would not
include play activity with a compulsive, driven quality, wherein the child’s sense of himself as agent is
overwhelmed). Child uses adaptive and strategies (perhaps combined with other strategies) to enable the
play activity to unfold.

Symbolic functioning

Observations reflecting the presence of Symbolic functioning in play activity may include: 1)
continuous thematic play activity; 2) ending of play activity with satiation; 3) imitation, fantasy,
game play, sorting, imaginative play; 4) the use of smaller objects to represent larger ones; 5) child
demonstrates capacity to play at least a single role; 6) substitution of one object for another, and/or
the use of mimicry; 7) transformation of persons or objects; and 8) use of adaptive strategies in play
activity (e.g., anticipation, identification, humor).

Adaptive play style

Adaptive play style is defined as the uninterrupted, forward-moving, joyful effort toward mastery.
While playing, the child explores adaptive possibilities that will lead to change, eventuating in
increased feelings of confidence and competence.

Inhibited/Conflicted play style

Children who do not express themselves overtly, instead turning inward and directing their emo-
tions and anxieties against themselves or their constructed characters during play, characterize the
inhibited play style.

Impulsive/Aggressive play style

In contrast to the adaptive play style, the impulsive play style is characterized by a lack of continuity
in play and modulation of affect. As children are playing, they may suddenly drop what they are
doing and move on to another activity, abruptly. Moreover, these children may display rigidity in
their affect modulation over the course of the play session.

Disorganized play style

Heightened levels of anxiety, which make the child feel overwhelmed, withdrawn, and avoidant of
interactions with others, characterize the disorganized style.

Notably, in prior work we found that play analysis of CDPI subscales revealed patterns of variables
acting in concert to convey qualitative differences between groups of children at play. These clusters of play
activity variables were organized into four groups, each group defined by coping-defensive strategies
observed in the child’s play (Chazan, 2009). The concept of coping and defense mechanisms was applied
to the practice of child psychotherapy by a continuous line of psychoanalytic practitioners (e.g., Bornstein,
1949; Erikson, 1977; Fraiberg, 1959; 1982; Hug-Hellmuth, 1921; Klein, 1955; Kernberg, 1994). In this
research we anticipated that the mainstream children in our sample would manifest some degree of
adaptation while playing. However, despite this frequent association of adaptation with their play activity,
many of the children would also manifest additional styles of play, namely indications of impulsiveness
and/or aggression; inhibition and/or conflict, and/or disorganization. Adaptive strategies would frequently
exist alongside these defensive strategies as part of an overall coping effort (Murphy & Moriarty, 1976).
Table 2 lists selected examples of coping-defensive strategies characteristic of each play style.
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Observed in the course of normal development, play styles are defined as state variables, not trait
variables. They capture attributes of play activity that may appear from minute-to-minute in the flow
of play activity of mainstream children. As mentioned above, during a 10-minute observation period
many children exhibited more than one play style, calling our attention to the shift in play styles and
the context within which these shifts occurred.

Current study

In the current study, we anticipated the regression analysis of the relationship between functional
variables of the CDPI across the sample of 160 children would be similar to those obtained in the
earlier validity study, a correlational analysis across 71 children (Chazan, 2012). Specifically, we
hypothesized: (1) play engagement and symbolic functioning would predict the adaptive play style;
and (2) the impulsive/aggressive play style, the inhibited/conflicted play style, and the disorganized
play style would be negative predictors of the adaptive play style. In terms of the component analysis
of the six “core” functional variables, we had no specific hypotheses since this was the exploratory
part of our research study.

Method

Participants

The sample consisted of 73 girls and 87 boys, a total of 160 children. The children ranged in age
from 1 year, 8 months to 8 years, 5 months. The mean age was 4 years, 3 months, with a standard
deviation of 1.95. Children came from families ranging from middle to high-income levels. The
sample was drawn from an elementary school, a day camp, two preschools and three databanks
established for the use of researchers.

Table 2. CDPI play styles: Selected coping/defensive strategies observed in play activity.

Play style Strategy Activity

Adaptive Anticipation In the play, child anticipates what might happen next.
Adaptation Child makes use of materials in room.
Problem-Solving Child solves a dilemma while playing.
Suppression While playing, child intentionally avoids discomfort.
Affiliation Child shares play activity with others.
Humor While playing, child uses humor to express her/himself.

Inhibited/
Conflicted

Intellectualization While playing, child narrates trauma in a matter-of-fact tone.
Doing and Undoing While at play, child repeatedly builds and knocks down tower of blocks.
Negation While at play, child begins one activity and leaves it abruptly.
Reaction-Formation Child enjoys activity or play object and then dislikes it.
Regression and Turning
Aggression

While at play, the child becomes “baby” and hits him/herself for crying.

Avoidance While at play child avoids playmates.
Impulsive/
Aggressive

Denial While playing, child runs around the room, unaware he/she is being excluded by
the group.

Omnipotent Control/
Splitting

In the play, child acts as if he has special powers and can tell others what to do.

Projective Identification In the play, the “bad” guys are dangerous.
Primitive Idealization In the play, the “good” guys have great powers.
Primitive Devaluation In the play, the children feel vulnerable without protection from the “good” guys.
Identification with the
Aggressor

In the play, one child feels he/she can be as strong as the “bad guys” and begins
to fight with other children.

Disorganized Dispersal While playing, a child scatters pieces of a toy in the air with no attempt to collect
them.

Constriction While playing, child withdraws and engages in rigid activity.
Freezing In the play, suddenly lively characters cannot move.
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Procedures

A portion of the videotapes was drawn from three different databanks established for use by researchers.
All of these sources require parental release with full protection of confidentiality and permission for
sharing for professional research purposes. In one instance child assent was also obtained. The other two
databank resources conducted their filming prior to the practice of child assent.

Current filming was approved by the institutional review board of the New York Psychoanalytic
Society and Institute. Both parental consent and child assent were used. Children generally were
cooperative and remained focused on their activities rather than the filming. To date no child has
objected to the filming.

In each of the mainstream school settings, classroom teachers within the routine of a regular
school day did filming. Across all cases there was no reported or observable disturbance. Teachers
were directed to film a child while playing during playtime. Play activity filmed could include both
indoor and outdoor activity. Each child was filmed one time. Videotapes were 10 minutes in
duration. The PI coded all tapes and a subset was double coded for reliability by either the second
author or another trained research assistant. Variables rated were those listed in Table 1 of this
article.

Data analysis

This exploratory study had two principal foci. First, the “structure” of the play style variables is
examined in order to determine whether there is a smaller, more “fundamental” set of dimensions
which can effectively “summarize” the clinical information contained in the six “core” functional
play variables. Consistent with this objective, if such underlying dimensions do exist, would they
make clinical “sense” meaning would they provide evidence of the internal construct validity of the
CDPI.

With those analytic objectives in mind, the six “core” play variables were submitted to a series of
principal components analyses which included and excluded the age of the child, consistent with the
exploratory stance of this investigation. These exploratory principal components analyses were
conducted using the SPSS factor procedure. Principal components analysis was used as the method
of extraction and an oblique rotation method (Promax) was employed in order to examine correla-
tions between the extracted components. No a priori restriction with respect to the number of
components to be extracted was imposed, again, consistent with the exploratory nature of the study.

The second focus of the study involves examining the relationship between the adaptive play style
and the five other functional play variables. The purpose of this analysis is to “deconstruct,” that is,
interpret, the clinical meaning of adaptive play by identifying which aspects of childrens’ play best
differentiate between children who exhibit better or worse play. Multiple regression analysis is used
to service this second analytic objective.

Reliability

The 5-point Likert scale used to rate CDPI scales and subscales had the following rating points:
1 = not observed, 2 = observed at times, 3 = observed some of the time, 4 = observed most of the
time, and 5 = observed all of the time. The 5-point scale enabled representation of an individual
child’s variation in play activity recorded during the 10-minute period of observation. To enable our
use of the Kappa statistic the ratings on the 5-point scales were regrouped into two groups: merging
ratings 1 and 2 (not observed and observed at times) into one group, and merging ratings 3, 4, and 5
(observed some of the time, observed most of the time, observed all of the time) into a second group.
The regrouping resulted in categorical ratings enabling us to use the Kappa statistic to assess
agreement between raters. For all remaining analyses the full 5-point scale was used.
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For this research reliability was assessed using 10 newly selected play vignettes. Agreement was
measured between the PI and the co-author using the Kappa statistic (Landis & Koch, 1977). As in
the past (2009, 2012), all Kappas were within the acceptable-good to excellent range, reflecting a
substantial level of agreement. Of specific interest the Kappa level obtained for play styles was
excellent, .80 (.54–.92, 95% confidence interval). These ratings give confidence that a better than
adequate level of between-rater agreement was maintained (Donner & Eliasziw, 1992).

Results

Before proceeding, frequency distributions and descriptive statistics for the six “core” variables to be
used in the regression and component analyses were reviewed (see Table 3). Three of the six
variables were skewed: (1) inhibited/conflicted play style, (2) impulsive/aggressive play style, and
particularly (3) disorganized play style. Because nonnormality could adversely affect the statistical
significance tests in the regression model in which adaptive play style is predicted from the
remaining five variables, two techniques—bootstrapping and “robust” standard errors—were used
to adjust the significance to test the predictors for any adverse effects of either outliers or
nonnormality.

Regression analyses

Findings from regression analyses are displayed in Table 4. The findings from the first analysis
indicated the five predictors, taken together, were significantly related to adaptive play style
(R2 = .86, F = 185.48, df = (5, 154), p < .001). In substantive terms, the five predictors, as a set,
were very strong correlates of adaptive play style. The standardized regression coefficients (betas)
from this analysis are listed in Table 4.

The impulsive/aggressive play style (β = -.66, p < .001) and the inhibited/conflicted play style
(β = -.57, p < .001) were significantly, inversely, and strongly or moderately strongly related to the
adaptive play style, controlling for the other predictors in the regression model. symbolic functioning
(β = .16 p < .001) was, again, statistically significant but its relationship to the adaptive play style was
rather “modest.” As before, the disorganized play style (β = -.05, p = .08) was not significantly related

Table 3. Frequency and descriptive statistics of the six functional level variables.

Mean Median SD

Engagement 4.40 5.0 .762
Symbolic Functioning 3.49 4.0 1.351
Adaptive Play Style 3.88 4.0 1.124
Inhibited/Conflicted Play Style 1.64 1.0 1.107
Impulsive/Aggressive 1.71 1.0 1.147
Play Style
Disorganized Play Style 1.14 1.0 .469

Table 4. Five predictors of the adaptive play style.

B Std. error β p value

Engagement .134 .062 .091 .034
Symbolic .133 .033 .160 .000
Functioning
Inhibited/Conflicted Play Style −.578 .042 −.569 .000
Impulsive/Aggressive −.647 .037 −.660 .000
Play Style
Disorganized Play Style −.122 .086 −.051 .159

Note. Dependent variable: Adaptive Play Style.
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to the adaptive play style, but play engagement was (β = .09, p < .02), although its effect was quite
small.

After rerunning this regression model using (1) bootstrapping and (2) robust standard errors, the
findings remained the same with exception of play engagement, which was not statistically signifi-
cant in either of these analyses. In sum, the impulsive/aggressive play style and the inhibited/
conflicted play style were moderately strong to strong negative predictors of the adaptive play
style followed by a modest positive relationship between symbolic functioning and the adaptive
play style. These results were in agreement with our hypotheses and the same as were obtained
earlier with a smaller correlational research sample (Chazan, 2012).

Component analysis: The three-component solution (age included)

We then conducted exploratory factor analysis to understand the factor structure of this scale. Prior
to conducting these analyses, we confirmed with prior literature that our sample size was sufficient
to approximate the “true” component structure of the play styles (Costello & Osbourne, 2005).

Since the children in our sample varied in age, we conducted two sets of analyses: The first
component analysis, the three-component solution, includes age along with the six play scales (see
Table 5). The second analysis, the two-component solution, excludes age and includes only the six
play scales. As is evident, including or excluding age does not affect the “structure” of the two
components comprising the six play scales. This is another way of saying that age is essentially
statistically independent of the various play scales, and inversely the play styles are independent of
age. Results of the three-component solution support our decision to analyze the sample as one
group inclusive of all ages. From this perspective play styles are essentially nonnormative and
applicable across developmental stages. This independence of age reflects the coding of each
individual child’s play activity on the few age-related variables compared with expectations for his
age group.

Component analysis: The two-component solution (age excluded)

The two-component solution was conducted to best reflect relationships between the remaining play
activity variables (see Table 6). The first component in the pattern matrix operationalizes an
underlying “continuum” that differentiates study participants who have lower scores on the inhib-
ited/conflicted style (-.95) and higher scores on symbolic functioning (.75), play engagement (.72)
and the adaptive play style (.68) at one end of this continuum from their counterparts at the other
end of this continuum who have higher scores on the inhibited/conflicted play style and lower scores
on symbolic functioning, play engagement and the adaptive play style. On component 1, ratings of
the impulsive/aggressive play style and the disorganized play style do not reach levels of significance.

For example, a child with a higher score on this first principal component would be a child with
lower ratings on the inhibited/conflicted play style and higher ratings on symbolic functioning, play
engagement, and the adaptive play style. Children with lower ratings on this principal component

Table 5. Three-component solution based on N = 160 (age included).

Component 1 Component 2 Component 3

Engagement .704 −.271 .151
Symbolic Functioning .739 −.169 .136
Adaptive Play Style .727 −.390 −.261
Inhibited/Conflicted Play Style −.960 −.522 .070
Impulsive/Aggressive Play Style .083 .899 .227
Disorganized Play Style −.142 .710 −.279
Age of Child .035 .021 .945

Note. Extraction method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation method: Promax with Kaiser
Normalization. Rotation converged in 4 iterations.
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are children who are at the opposite end of the continuum defined by the principal component.
Specifically, children with lower ratings on the principal component are children with higher ratings
on the inhibited/conflicted play style and lower ratings on symbolic functioning, play engagement,
and the adaptive play style.

The second component operationalizes a second underlying continuum, which differentiates
participants with higher scores on the impulsive play style (.95) and the disorganized play style
(.65) and lower scores on the inhibited/conflicted play style (-.50) and the adaptive play style (-.45) at
one end of this continuum from other participants with lower scores on the impulsive/aggressive
play style, and the disorganized play style, but moderately higher scores on the inhibited/conflicted
play style and the adaptive play style. Ratings of play engagement and symbolic functioning do not
reach significance on component 2.

For example, a child with a lower (less desirable) score on this second principal component would
be a child with higher ratings on the impulsive/aggressive play style and the disorganized play style
compared with a child at the other end of the continuum with a higher score on the second principal
component with moderate ratings on the inhibited/conflicted play style and the adaptive play style.
On component 2 play engagement and symbolic functioning do not discriminate. The two compo-
nents were moderately correlated with each other, r = .28. Participants who have relatively higher
scores on one of these components also tend to have higher scores on the other.

Discussion

The construct validity of the CDPI gained support from both the regression analysis and the
component analysis. The regression analysis clarified the relationship between the adaptive play
style and the other three play styles. Both the impulsive/aggressive play style and the inhibited/
conflicted play style were significant, albeit negatively, predictors of the adaptive play style. The
disorganized play style was also a negative predictor of the adaptive play style but to a much weaker
extent, not attaining statistical significance. These results are in agreement with the theoretical model
of the CDPI and with results obtained using correlational analysis of the data. These results together
with earlier studies of smaller research cohorts provide strong evidence supporting the concept of
play styles.

There have been a number of attempts at data reduction of the six “core” play variables—
adaptive, inhibited-conflicted, impulsive-aggressive, disorganized, engagement, and symbolic func-
tioning—over the years dating from 2011. From the very beginning, both common factor analyses as
well as principal components analyses were conducted. In the ensuing years, these analyses were
repeated several times as more cases became available for analysis starting with (N =) 71 cases in
2011 and most recently with (N = 160) cases in 2016.

These analyses were conducted with no a priori imposition of a prespecified number of factors or
components to be extracted, consistent with the fact that these analyses were considered exploratory
and an exploratory factor analysis program (SPSS factor) was used to conduct them. These initial,
unrestricted solutions were followed by additional runs in which the number of factors/components

Table 6. Two-component solution N = 160 (age excluded).

Component 1 Component 2

Engagement .720 −.259
Symbolic Functioning .750 −.165
Adaptive Play Style .681 −.449
Inhibited/Conflicted Play Style −.949 −.494
Impulsive/Aggressive Play Style .129 .945
Disorganized Play Style −.189 .652

Note. Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation method: Promax with
Kaiser Normalization. Rotation converged in 3 iterations.
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were reduced by eliminating factors/components which failed to be clinically meaningful, that is,
interpretable. The extraction method used was principal component analysis. The rotation method
was Promax with Kaiser normalization. The rotation for component 1 converged in four iterations;
the rotation for component 2 converged in three iterations.

Components 1 and 2 are summary variables further reducing the number of original six core
functional variables to two components, enabling us to observe the interaction between play styles
and how they function in various combinations to result in play activity. It is important to be
mindful of the observation that play styles, and by extension the two components (combinations of
play styles), can fluctuate in a sequential manner within one 10-minute period of observation.

The structure of each component was organized along a continuum with higher (better) outcomes
and lower (less desirable) outcomes. Using the continuum on component 1 as an example, the more
productive outcome (more enhanced play activity) would involve higher ratings on the adaptive play
style, play engagement and symbolic functioning. A less desirable outcome would be an inverse
pattern resulting in reduced observations of the adaptive play style, reduced play engagement and
reduced symbolic functioning. A second group of variables included on component 1 are also
organized along a continuum. In this case, when a high level of the inhibited-conflicted play style
along with a moderate degree of the disorganized play style are dominant, then the less desirable
outcome (diminished adaptation) is observed. The more adaptive outcome becomes dominant when
the inhibited/conflicted-disorganized ratings decline.

Component 2 presents the play styles in a different pattern. In this instance, high ratings of the
impulsive/aggressive play style and to a more moderate extent the disorganized play style are
contrasted with moderate ratings of the inhibited/conflicted play style and the adaptive play style.
Again, each of these patterns of variables can be represented along a continuum of being more or
less desirable (adaptive).

The concept of coping/defensive strategies implies a dynamic around the balancing of polarities.
It is when the balance within play is offset that less adaptive patterns of play activity are observed.
Recall that each of the six functional play variables consists of combinations of subtest variables (for
example, affective, cognitive, social, and narrative components). The rater’s synthesis of these
separate subscale ratings forms a basis for rating children’s play styles. The play styles were reduced
further in this research study to two components, each with the organizational structure of a
continuum. This reduced model of play style strategies is consistent with the dynamics of manifest
versus latent content as espoused by psychodynamic theory. The concept of a continuum suggests
adaptive play activity represents a positive balancing and at times a transformation of less con-
structive styles. The less potentially constructive styles are held at bay in a dynamic balancing of play
styles.

An additional observation concerning the inhibited-conflicted play style was of interest. On
component 1 the inhibited/conflicted play style is high and appears in tandem with disorganization.
On component 2 it is moderate and appears in tandem with the adaptive play style. These findings
seem to reflect the dynamics of rapprochement. Instead of leading to disorganization, a moderate
degree of conflict and inhibition is frequently observed to be an indication of unfolding develop-
ment. Back-and-forth movement is often observed among children alternating between group
involvement and solitary play. A child plays with the group, pursues her or his solitary activity
and then rejoins the group, then returns to playing alone, and then returns to the group. The solitary
play at times takes the form of traveling around the room “visiting” other groups of children at play.
“Traveling” or “visiting about” is at times accompanied by singing or a private narrative. Striking a
balance between the two polarities, egocentric play and socially based interaction play, can be
understood as a reflection of the child’s developing sense of social self.

In these instances the group play functions as a secure base and private play as an individual safe
domain. This example highlights how component analysis clarifies the dynamics between play styles.
Although the impulsive/aggressive play style and the disorganized play style in this sample function
in opposition to the adaptive play style, the inhibited/conflicted play style can potentially serve an
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intermediary role. It can function in tandem with the adaptive play style or in opposition to the
adaptive play style, depending upon the level of intensity. As with Goldilocks, not too much and not
too little, but something moderate seems to work best. Moderate ratings reflect a degree of affective
regulation and modulation as well as flexibility that form the core of “ego-strength.” These same
attributes lead to further enhancement of symbolic functioning, language and self-awareness. All of
these dynamics are observable within the domain of play activity. Using an inclusive multidimen-
sional approach enables deeper understanding of children and the many different functions of play.

Summary and limitations of this research

This research provides considerable evidence supportive of the construct validity of the CDPI as a tool
to meaningfully analyze children’s play activity. Also, it applies the psychoanalytic concepts of adaptive
and defensive strategies to the play activity of mainstream children. The CDPI is a complement to the
Children’s Play Therapy Instrument (Kernberg et al., 1998), recording observations of children’s play
activity with a clinical diagnosis (Chazan, 2002). To clearly differentiate between the two scales, the
concept of play styles was introduced to contrast with the concept of profiles of play used in the CPTI.
Play styles are brief observations, 10 minutes in duration, and may vary from one observation to the
next. Play profiles usually are based on rating of a full therapy session (Chazan, 2002).

Play styles are state rather than trait variables. The excellent (.80) inter-rater agreement in this
research substantiated past evidence for the reliability of the four play styles (Chazan, 2009). In this
study, we examined in close detail how the three other variants of play activity (impulsive/aggressive play
style, inhibited/conflicted play style, and disorganized play style) interacted with the adaptive play style.

Limitations of this study are clearly set by limitations of the sample. Although in this research we
found play styles to be independent of chronological age (years one through eight), this finding
requires further replication. The implication is that play styles are not defined completely by
developmental phase. However, using the CDPI requires the observer to be familiar with age
expected developmental pathways as well as their individual variants. These requirements continue
to focus us on the need to refine and expand definitions in the manual.

Although the CDPI was written with multiple variables organized into several levels of analysis, it
can also be useful for researchers who elect to use a single set of variables. Future inquiries might
explore the relationship between play styles and other areas of research in child development, such as
attachment styles, mentalization, cognitive styles, academic achievement, and family systems. Using
both play scales (CDPI and CTPI), researchers can begin to study the question originally raised by
Anna Freud concerning the shared versus separate attributes of the play activity of children with a
clinical diagnosis compared to children within the mainstream. In future reports, we plan to focus on
descriptive narratives deepening our understanding of play styles and how their underlying structure
becomes apparent in real time using qualitative analysis based upon our archived videotaped
observations of children at play.
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